Abstract. Let S be a topological semigroup, LUC (5) be the space of left uniformly continuous functions on S, and A(5) be the set of multiplicative means on LUC (5). If (*) LUC (5) has a left invariant mean in the convex hull of A(5), we associate with S a unique finite group G such that for any maximal proper closed left translation invariant ideal / in LUC (5), there exists a linear isometry mapping LUC (C)// one-one onto the set of bounded real functions on G. We also generalise some recent results of T. Mitchell and E. Granirer. In particular, we show that 5 satisfies (*) iff whenever S is a jointly continuous action on a compact hausdorff space X, there exists a nonempty finite subset F of A" such that sF= FTor all s e S. Furthermore, a discrete semigroup S satisfies (*) iff whenever {Ts; s e S} is an antirepresentation of S as linear maps from a norm linear space X into X with II7*s||á 1 for all J65, there exists a finite subset aç5 such that the distance (induced by the norm) of x from Kx = linear span of {x -T,x; x e X, s e S} in X coincides with distance of O(o, *)={(l/|o-|) 2«e" Tat(x); t eS} from 0 for all xe X.
[December C(X) = the space of bounded continuous real functions on X, LUC (S, X) = the space of S-uniformly continuous real functions on X.
When S is discrete, then C(X) = LUC (S, X).
A subspace A of m(X) is called S-translation invariant if sfeA whenever fe A and seS. C{X) [LUC (S, X)] is an S-translation invariant Banach algebra of m(X) [C(X)] containing constants.
If F is a subset of X, then lT e m(X) such that lr(0 =1 ifteT, = 0 ifr^F.
Let A be a (norm) closed S-translation invariant subalgebra of m(X) containing constants. For any a e S, define la : A -*■ A by (laf)(x) = af(x) for all x e X and/e , 4 and La:A*-+A* by (La<t>)(J)=<l>(af) for all/e^ and ¿e,4* (where /Í* is the conjugate space of A). An element <f> e A* is a wean if </>(f)^0 for all/^0 and <KLy) = 1 ; ^ is multiplicative if <f>(fg) = <l>(f)4,(g) for all/, g e ,4; and <£ is S-invariant if Ls(/> = (f> for all ieS. The set of means on ,4 is w*-(i.e. ct(j4*, ^4)) compact. For aeX, let j),era(I)* be the point measure at a, i.e. pa(f)=f(a) for all /e m(X). <f> e A* is a point measure iff <£ is the restriction to ^4 of some point measure on m(X). The set of point measure on A is w*-dense in the set of multiplicative means on A [4, p. 275, proof of Corollary 19]. Furthermore, the set of multiplicative means on m(X) is ßX, the Stone-Cech compactification of X.
For any set A, \A\ will denote the cardinality of A. If A is a subset of a linear space, then Co A will denote the convex hull of A.
A topological semigroup S can be considered as an action on S defined by the mapping (s, t)^*st, s, te S. In this case, the space of left uniformly continuous (i.e. S-uniform continuous) functions on S is denoted by LUC (S) (see Mitchell [16] and Namioka [17] ).
For any topological semigroup S, and a positive integer », LUC (S) is left amenable (LA) if LUC (S) has a left invariant mean (LIM), i.e. an S-invariant mean; LUC (S) is n-extremely left amenable (n-ELA), if there exists a subset H0 of A(S), \H0\=n, which is minimal with respect to the property LaH0 = H0 for all aeS, where A(S) denotes the set of multiplicative means on LUC (S). In this case, S///0 will denote the factor semigroup of S determined by the equivalence relation F: for any a, beE, aEb iff La<f>=Lb</> for all <f> e H0. Note that if Hl is another nonempty finite subset of A(S) which is minimal with respect to the property LaH1 = H1 for all a e S, then \H1\=n. Furthermore, for any topological semigroup S, LUC (S) has a LIM in Co A(S) iff LUC (S) is n-ELA for some n [12, Remark 3.1 (a), (b)]. Namioka in [17] studies topological semigroups S for which LUC (S) is LA. Topological semigroups S for which LUC (S) is n-ELA have been studied by Mitchell in [16] (for n= 1) and the author in [12] .
A semigroup S is LA [n-ELA] if S when considered as a discrete topological semigroup, LUC (S)=m(S) is LA [n-ELA]. A recent survey of the theory of LA semigroups can be found in Day [3] . The class of ELA (i.e. 1-ELA) semigroups have been studied by Mitchell [14] and Granirer [6] , [7] and [8] . Sorenson in [18] and the author in [12] consider the class of m-ELA semigroups for nä 1.
The class of ELA semigroups is immense (see for example, Granirer [6] , [7] , [8]) and «-ELA semigroups include product semigroups Sx G where S is ELA and G is any group of order n. Furthermore, it has been shown by the author in [12] that for each n there exists a huge class of topological semigroups S for which LUC (S) is n-ELA and yet S is not even LA. However, if S is a subsemigroup of a locally compact group, then LUC (S) is «-ELA iff S is a finite group of order n (Granirer and Lau [9, Theorem 3] ). We first prove the following useful lemma: Lemma 2.1. For any jointly continuous action of a topological semigroup S on a hausdorff topological space X, the mapping S -> C(X) defined by s-> sf, s e S and fe C(X) is continuous when C(X) has the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. In particular, if X is compact, then LUC (S, X) = C(X).
Proof. Let fe C(X), sQeS and e>0. For any x0e X, there exist neighbourhoods VXo of i0 and UXo of x0 such that
If K is a compact subset of X, there exists {xl5..., x"} ^ K such that U"= i Ux, =5 K.
Consequently, if V= f~)?= i VXi, then sup \J(x)-sJ(x)\ < e for all s e V. Since C(X) separates closed sets, we have sK=K for all se S, where K={xlt ■ ■ -, xn}. Furthermore, if a, be S are such that La<f>=Lb<f> for all <f>eH0, then/(axf) = UTz0{J))=UT^{¡J))=ñbxi) for all feC(X), l£i£n. Since C(X) separates points, we have ax = bx for all x e K. Consequently, we may consider the finite group G = S/H0 of order n (Remark 1.1 (d)) as a group of transformation from K into K defined by a(x) = ax for all x e K, a e S, where â is the homomorphic image of a in S///0. Let x0 e A" be fixed and F={gx0; g e G}. Then gF= F for all g eG. Define on G the equivalence relation E: for any a, b e G, a E b iff ax0 = Ax0. Let {¿Ti.
•■-,£*:} be representatives from the equivalence classes J1,...,Jk of G with respect to E, where g¡ e Jt and gx is the identity of G. Since the mappings from H± onto Hi defined by g-^-gig for all g e Ht is one-one, |Jr1| = |./'i| for all 1^/^A. Consequently \G\ =A|./1|, i.e. A= \F\ divides \G\ =n and sF=Ffor all s e S.
(b) If F^ A(S) is such that LaF= F for all a e S, and |F| ^ n, |F| divides n, then {Il\E\) ^sf <f> is a LIM on LUC (S). Our assertion now follows from Remark 1.1 (a). (b) Note that in Theorem 2.2 (a), Fç X chosen in our proof satisfies the additional property that if F0 is a nonempty subset of F such that aF0 ^ F0 for all ae S, then F0 = F. For otherwise, let g0x0 e F0, g0 e G (x0 and G are as in the proof), then F={ggox0;g eG}<=F0^F, i.e. F0 = F.
(c) In general \F\ in Theorem 2.2 (a) need not be n (e.g. consider the action of S on the discrete space X={x0} defined by sx0=x0 for all s e S). However, if n is prime, then F is either n or 1 (in this case, F becomes a fixed point).
A subsemigroup G of a semigroup S is a left ideal group if G is a group and a left ideal of S.
Corollary. Let S be a compact topological semigroup with jointly continuous multiplication (i.e. the mapping from SxS-^-S defined by (s, t)->s-t, s, te S is continuous when Sx S has the product topology). Then LUC (S) is n-ELA iff S has a left ideal group ofn elements.
Proof. If LUC (S) is n-ELA, then by applying Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.3 (b) to the jointly continuous action of S on S defined by (s, t)^-s-t, s,t e S, we obtain a minimal left ideal F of S, \F\ gn. Necessarily F is a group. Since H0 = {ps; s eF}^A(S) satisfies LaH0 = H0 for all aeS, \F\=n. The converse is trivial.
3. Maximal translation invariant ideals. In this section we associate with each topological semigroup S for which LUC (S) is n-ELA with a unique finite group G such that if / is a maximal proper closed left translation invariant (i.e. if fe I then sfe I for all sel) ideal in LUC(S), then there exists a linear isometry mapping LUC (S)/I one-one into m(G). 
Maf) = T(J)(t'i) = T(f)(a't'i) = T(f)(b't'i) = MJ) for all \$i$m and/eLUC(S);
hence a = A. Consequently, the mapping G-> G0 defined by ä^a' is an isomorphism onto and hence m = n.
Conversely, if there exists a finite group G which satisfies (*), let F be a multiplicative linear isometry from LUC (S)// one-one onto m(G) satisfying (a), (b) and (c), where / is a maximal closed left translation invariant proper ideal in LUC (S), and G = {J!,..., sn}. Define <f,t e A(S) by Hf) = T(f)(si). Then (1/n) 2* 9i is a LIM on LUC (S). Consequently, LUC (S) is w-ELA for some m^n (Remark 1.1 (a) ). By uniqueness of G and what we have proved, m = n.
n-ELA semigroups.
Let n be fixed, X be a norm linear space, {Ts; s e S} be an antirepresentation of S as linear transformations from X into X such that ||FS|| ^1 for all se S,ando = {au ..., an}^S. We may define a linear transformation T" from X into X by Ta(x) = (l¡n) 2ï Fa,(x) for all x e S. (b) If S is a semigroup whose antirepresentation {is;s e S} on m(S) (with sup norm) satisfies (*)for some <j0^S, |ct0| =n, then S is m-ELA for some m^n, m divides n.
Proof, (a) Let || • || denote the norm on X and xe X be arbitrary but fixed. If x0 e Kx, then x0 = 2? ^f(*i-Tt^ù where kt are scalars, x, e X, and s{ e S, i = 1,..., m. Choose t0 e S such that íja0r0 = a0í0 for «=l,...,m.
Then as readily checked, 
